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Pale Rider
From the bestselling author of Charlie and the
Chocolate Factory and The BFG! Last seen flying
through the sky in a giant elevator in Charlie and the
Chocolate Factory, Charlie Bucket's back for another
adventure. When the giant elevator picks up speed,
Charlie, Willy Wonka, and the gang are sent hurtling
through space and time. Visiting the world’' first
space hotel, battling the dreaded Vermicious Knids,
and saving the world are only a few stops along this
remarkable, intergalactic joyride.
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Kingdom of Fear
The Gonzo memoir from one of the most influential
voices in American literature, Kingdom of Fear traces
the course of Hunter S. Thompson’s life as a
rebel—from a smart-mouthed Kentucky kid flaunting
all authority to a convention-defying journalist who
came to personify a wild fusion of fact, fiction, and
mind-altering substances. Brilliant, provocative,
outrageous, and brazen, Hunter S. Thompson's
infamous rule breaking—in his journalism, in his life,
and under the law—changed the shape of American
letters, and the face of American icons. Call it the
evolution of an outlaw. Here are the formative
experiences that comprise Thompson’s legendary
trajectory alongside the weird and the ugly. Whether
detailing his exploits as a foreign correspondent in
Rio, his job as night manager of the notorious
O’Farrell Theatre in San Francisco, his epic run for
sheriff of Aspen on the Freak Power ticket, or the
sensational legal maneuvering that led to his full
acquittal in the famous 99 Days trial, Thompson is at
the peak of his narrative powers in Kingdom of Fear.
And this boisterous, blistering ride illuminates as
never before the professional and ideological risk
taking of a literary genius and transgressive icon.

Poison Panic
A food historian reveals the people and interests that
have created and exploited food worries over the
years, questioning these "experts" in order to free
Americans from the fears that cloud our food choices.
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Classic Candy
Whether classics like Hershey's, Mars and M&Ms or
trend-setters like PEZ and Atomic Fireballs, candy has
a special place in the hearts and memories of most
Americans, who to this day consume more than 600
billion pounds of it each year. In this colorful
illustrated guide, Darlene Lacey looks at candy in
America from a variety of angles, examining
everything from chocolate to fruity sweets and from
the simply packaged basics to gaudy product tie-ins.
She examines the classic brands of the late twentieth
century and what they mean, guiding us on a mouthwatering, sugar-fueled trip down a memory lane filled
with signposts like Bazooka, Clark, Necco and Tootsie
Roll.

Sweets
This timely reissue of Richard Hofstadter's classic
work on the fringe groups that influence American
electoral politics offers an invaluable perspective on
contemporary domestic affairs.In The Paranoid Style
in American Politics, acclaimed historian Richard
Hofstadter examines the competing forces in
American political discourse and how fringe groups
can influence — and derail — the larger agendas of a
political party. He investigates the politics of the
irrational, shedding light on how the behavior of
individuals can seem out of proportion with actual
political issues, and how such behavior impacts larger
groups. With such other classic essays as “Free Silver
and the Mind of 'Coin' Harvey” and “What Happened
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to the Antitrust Movement?, ” The Paranoid Style in
American Politics remains both a seminal text of
political history and a vital analysis of the ways in
which political groups function in the United States.
From the Trade Paperback edition.

Candy Experiments
In 1918, the Italian-Americans of New York, the Yupik
of Alaska and the Persians of Mashed had almost
nothing in common except for a virus--one that
triggered the worst pandemic of modern times and
had a decisive effect on the history of the twentieth
century. The Spanish flu of 1918-1920 was one of the
greatest human disasters of all time. It infected a
third of the people on Earth--from the poorest
immigrants of New York City to the king of Spain,
Franz Kafka, Mahatma Gandhi and Woodrow Wilson.
But despite a death toll of between 50 and 100 million
people, it exists in our memory as an afterthought to
World War I. In this gripping narrative history, Laura
Spinney traces the overlooked pandemic to reveal
how the virus travelled across the globe, exposing
mankind's vulnerability and putting our ingenuity to
the test. As socially significant as both world wars, the
Spanish flu dramatically disrupted--and often
permanently altered--global politics, race relations
and family structures, while spurring innovation in
medicine, religion and the arts. It was partly
responsible, Spinney argues, for pushing India to
independence, South Africa to apartheid and
Switzerland to the brink of civil war. It also created
the true "lost generation." Drawing on the latest
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research in history, virology, epidemiology,
psychology and economics, Pale Rider masterfully
recounts the little-known catastrophe that forever
changed humanity.

The Penny Candy Story
Tommy Siegel (guitar/vocals in Jukebox the Ghost)
has a lot of time in the van while on tour -- So he
takes cartoon requests from the band's fans via
Twitter. A fish achieving its dream of becoming a line
dancer? Sure! A bald eagle questioning its patriotism?
Why not! Jukebox the Ghost as Beyonce's backup
dancers? Questionablebut yes! Designed by Ashley
Halsey, with an introduction by the author, this book
is a compilation of some of his favorite doodlesso far.

Van Doodles
Award-winning author Jennifer Egan brilliantly
conjures a world from which escape is impossible and
where the keep –the tower, the last stand –is both
everything worth protecting and the very thing that
must be surrendered in order to survive. Two cousins,
irreversibly damaged by a childhood prank, reunite
twenty years later to renovate a medieval castle in
Eastern Europe. In an environment of extreme
paranoia, cut off from the outside world, the men
reenact the signal event of their youth, with even
more catastrophic results. And as the full horror of
their predicament unfolds, a prisoner, in jail for an
unnamed crime, recounts an unforgettable story that
seamlessly brings the crimes of the past and present
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into piercing relation. From the Trade Paperback
edition.

I Hope This Helps
Packed with new examples and material, this second
edition providesa fully up-to-date exploration of the
genesis, dynamics, and demiseof moral panics and
their impacts on the societies in which theytake place.
Packed with updated and recent examples including
terrorism,the 9/11 attack on the World Trade Towers,
school shootings, flagburning, and the early-2000s
resurgence of the “sexslave” scare Includes a new
chapter on the media, currently regarded as amajor
component of the moral panic Devotes a chapter to
addressing criticisms of the first editionas well as the
moral panics concept itself Written by longestablished experts in the field Designed to fit both
self-contained courses on moral panics andwider
courses on deviance

Sweet Tooth
This Mortal Boy
Candyfreak
Inquiries into the meaning and force of race in
American culture have largely focused on questions of
identity and difference—What does it mean to have a
racial identity? What constitutes racial difference?
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Such questions assume the basic principle of racial
division, which todays seems to be becoming an
increasingly bitter and seemingly irreparable chasm
between black and white. This book confronts this
contemporary problem by shifting the focus of
analysis from understanding differences to analyzing
division. It provides a historical context for the recent
resurgence of racial division by tracing the path of the
color line as it appears in the narrative writings of
African-Americans in the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries. In readings of slave narratives, "passing
novels," and the writings of Charles Chesnutt and
Zora Neale Hurston, the author asks: What is the work
of division? How does division work? The history of
the color line in the United States is coeval with that
of the nation. The author suggests that throughout
this history, the color line has not functioned simply to
name biological or cultural difference, but more
important, it has served as a principle of division,
classification, and order. In this way, the color line
marks the inseparability of knowledge and power in a
racially demarcated society. The author shows how,
from the time of slavery to today, the color line has
figured as the locus of such central tenets of
American political life as citizenship, subjectivity,
community, law, freedom, and justice. This book
seeks not only to understand, but also to bring critical
pressure on the interpretations, practices, and
assumptions that correspond to and buttress
representations of racial difference. The work of
dislocating the color line lies in uncovering the
uncertainty, the incoherency, and the discontinuity
that the common sense of the color line masks, while
at the same time elucidating the pressures that
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transform the contingent relations of the color line
into common sense.

Stories from Candyland
Since its publication in hardcover last year, Marion
Nestle's What to Eat has become the definitive guide
to making healthy and informed choices about food.
Praised as "radiant with maxims to live by" in The
New York Times Book Review and "accessible, reliable
and comprehensive" in The Washington Post, What to
Eat is an indispensable resource, packed with
important information and useful advice from the
acclaimed nutritionist who "has become to the food
industry what . . . Ralph Nader [was] to the
automobile industry" (St. Louis Post-Dispatch). How
we choose which foods to eat is growing more
complicated by the day, and the straightforward,
practical approach of What to Eat has been praised as
welcome relief. As Nestle takes us through each
supermarket section—produce, dairy, meat, fish—she
explains the issues, cutting through foodie jargon and
complicated nutrition labels, and debunking the
misleading health claims made by big food
companies. With Nestle as our guide, we are shown
how to make wise food choices—and are inspired to
eat sensibly and nutritiously. Now in paperback, What
to Eat is already a classic—"the perfect guidebook to
help navigate through the confusion of which foods
are good for us" (USA Today).

Pure, White and Deadly
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In Sweets, Tim Richardson takes us on a magical
confectionery tour, letting his personal passion fuel
the narrative of candy's rich and unusual history.
Beginning with a description of the biology of
sweetness itself, Richardson navigates the ancient
history of sweets, the incredible range and diversity of
candies worldwide, the bizarre figures and practices
of the confectionery industry, and the connection
between food and sex. He goes on to explore the role
of sweets in myth and folklore and, finally, offers a
personal philosophy of continual sweet-eating based
on the writings of Epicurus. "For anyone with a sweet
tooth, Sweets is mannaThis history of candy is full of
delights."-New York Times Book Review "Sweets is an
informative, entertaining grab-bag of personal
opinion, anecdote and culinary history." -Los Angeles
Times

What to Eat
A self-proclaimed candy fanatic and lifelong
chocoholic traces the history of some of the muchloved candies from his youth, describing the business
practices and creative candy-making techniques of
some of the small companies.

Consider the Fork
The author of 99 Drams of Whiskey and popular
Accidental Hedonist food blogger presents a cultural
history of candy that traces how it evolved from a
medicine and luxury to today's commercial treats,
providing coverage of the industry's darker side while
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exploring the role of candy in the growth of the
Western world.

Bubonic Panic
The author of The Scent of Desire examines the
science behind the feelings of revulsion and disgust,
describing where it originates in the human brain,
what its initial purpose was and how it influences
people's personalities and values. 20,000 first
printing.

The Ten-Cent Plague
“What an exciting, inspiring, and wonderfully-written
book this is.Each page has lessons for today, and it is
also a thrilling narrative to read.”—Walter Isaacson,
#1 New York Times Bestselling Author of Steve Jobs
The masterfully told story of the unlikely men who
came together to make the Berlin Airlift one of the
great military and humanitarian successes of
American history. On the sixtieth anniversary of the
Berlin Airlift, Andrei Cherny tells a remarkable story
with profound implications for the world today. In the
tradition of the best narrative storytellers, he brings
together newly unclassified documents, unpublished
letters and diaries, and fresh primary interviews to tell
the story of the ill-assorted group of castoffs and
second-stringers who not only saved millions of
desperate people from a dire threat but changed how
the world viewed the United States, and set in motion
the chain of events that would ultimately lead to the
dismantling of the Berlin Wall and to America’s victory
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in the Cold War. On June 24, 1948, intent on
furthering its domination of Europe, the Soviet Union
cut off all access to West Berlin, prepared to starve
the city into submission unless the Americans
abandoned it. Soviet forces hugely outnumbered the
Allies’, and most of America’s top officials considered
the situation hopeless. But not all of them. Harry
Truman, an accidental president, derided by his own
party; Lucius Clay, a frustrated general, denied a
combat command and relegated to the home front;
Bill Tunner, a logistics expert downsized to a desk job
in a corner of the Pentagon; James Forrestal, a
secretary of defense beginning to mentally unravel;
Hal Halvorsen, a lovesick pilot who had served far
from the conflict, flying transport missions in the
backwater of a global war—together these unlikely
men improvised and stumbled their way into a
uniquely American combination of military and moral
force unprecedented in its time. This is the forgotten
foundation tale of America in the modern world, the
story of when Americans learned, for the first time,
how to act at the summit of world power—a masterful
and exciting work of historical narrative, and one with
strong resonance for our time.

Sweets and Candy
This gothic classic, “The Turn of the Screw” is one of
the most famous ghost stories of all time. On
Christmas Eve, Douglas reads a manuscript written by
a former acquaintance, the governess, whom Douglas
claims to have known and who is now dead. The
manuscript tells the story of how the young governess
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is hired by a man who has become responsible for his
young nephew and niece after the tragic deaths of
their parents. He is uninterested in raising the
children. The governess’s new employer gives her full
responsibility for the young siblings and explicitly
states that he is not to be bothered with
communications of any sort. Set in a remote estate
this critically acclaimed novella tells the tale of a
governess who, looking after two children, becomes
convinced that the grounds are haunted. This story
has been adapted many times for film and television,
most recently in The Turning (2020). Famed for its
ability to create an intimate sense of confusion and
suspense, this novella is a must-read for all horror
and ghost story fans.

Dislocating the Color Line
A classic tale by Newbery Medalist Kate DiCamillo,
America's beloved storyteller. One summer’s day, tenyear-old India Opal Buloni goes down to the local
supermarket for some groceries – and comes home
with a dog. But Winn-Dixie is no ordinary dog. It’s
because of Winn-Dixie that Opal begins to make
friends. And it’s because of Winn-Dixie that she finally
dares to ask her father about her mother, who left
when Opal was three. In fact, as Opal admits, just
about everything that happens that summer is
because of Winn-Dixie. Featuring a new cover
illustration by E. B. Lewis and an excerpt of Kate
DiCamillo's newest novel, Raymie Nightingale.

Moral Panics
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Was ice cream invented in Philadelphia? How about
by the Emperor Nero, when he poured honey over
snow? Did Marco Polo first taste it in China and bring
recipes back? In this first book to tell ice cream's full
story, Jeri Quinzio traces the beloved confection from
its earliest appearances in sixteenth-century Europe
to the small towns of America and debunks some
colorful myths along the way. She explains how ice
cream is made, describes its social role, and connects
historical events to its business and consumption. A
diverting yet serious work of history, Of Sugar and
Snow provides a fascinating array of recipes, from a
seventeenth-century Italian lemon sorbet to a
twentieth-century American strawberry mallobet, and
traces how this once elite status symbol became
today's universally available and wildly popular treat.

The Candy Bombers
For most Americans, candy is an uneasy pleasure,
eaten with side helpings of guilt and worry. Yet candy
accounts for only 6 percent of the added sugar in the
American diet. And at least it's honest about what it
is—a processed food, eaten for pleasure, with no
particular nutritional benefit. So why is candy
considered especially harmful, when it's not so
different from the other processed foods, from sports
bars to fruit snacks, that line supermarket shelves?
How did our definitions of food and candy come to be
so muddled? And how did candy come to be the
scapegoat for our fears about the dangers of food? In
Candy: A Century of Panic and Pleasure, Samira
Kawash tells the fascinating story of how candy
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evolved from a luxury good to a cheap, everyday
snack. After candy making was revolutionized in the
early decades of mass production, it was celebrated
as a new kind of food for energy and enjoyment.
Riding the rise in snacking and exploiting early
nutritional science, candy was the first of the panoply
of "junk foods" that would take over the American diet
in the decades after the Second World
War—convenient and pleasurable, for eating anytime
or all the time. And yet, food reformers and moral
crusaders have always attacked candy, blaming it for
poisoning, alcoholism, sexual depravity and fatal
disease. These charges have been disproven and
forgotten, but the mistrust of candy they produced
has never diminished. The anxiety and confusion that
most Americans have about their diets today is a
legacy of the tumultuous story of candy, the most
loved and loathed of processed foods.Candy is an
essential, addictive read for anyone who loves lively
cultural history, who cares about food, and who
wouldn't mind feeling a bit better about eating a few
jelly beans.

Youth, Popular Culture and Moral Panics
Candy is more than a sugary snack. With candy, you
can become a scientific detective. You can test candy
for secret ingredients, peel the skin off candy corn, or
float an “m” from M&M’s. You can spread candy dyes
into rainbows, or pour rainbow layers of colored
water. You'll learn how to turn candy into crystals,
sink marshmallows, float taffy, or send soda spouting
skyward. You can even make your own lightning.
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Candy Experiments teaches kids a new use for their
candy. As children try eye-popping experiments, such
as growing enormous gummy worms and turning
cotton candy into slime, they’ll also be learning
science. Best of all, they’ll willingly pour their candy
down the drain. Candy Experiments contains 70
science experiments, 29 of which have never been
previously published. Chapter themes include secret
ingredients, blow it up, sink and float, squash it, and
other fun experiments about color, density, and heat.
The book is written for children between the ages of 7
and 10, though older and younger ages will enjoy it as
well. Each experiment includes basic explanations of
the relevant science, such as how cotton candy sucks
up water because of capillary action, how Pixy Stix
cool water because of an endothermic reaction, and
how gummy worms grow enormous because of the
water-entangling properties.

The Turn of the Screw
True crime that “will appeal to readers interested in
gaining an insight into the lives of women accused of
murder in the mid 19th century” (Essex Family
Historian). For a few years in the 1840s, Essex was
notorious in the minds of Victorians as a place where
women stalked the winding country lanes looking for
their next victim to poison with arsenic. Though that
terrible image may not have much basis in truth, it
was a symptom of an anxiety-filled time . . . The
1840s were also known as the “hungry ’40s,” when
crop failures pushed up food prices and there was
popular unrest across Europe. The decade culminated
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in a cholera epidemic in which tens of thousands of
people in the British Isles died. It is perhaps no
surprise that people living through that troubled
decade were captivated by the stories of the
“poisoners”: that death was down to “white powder”
and the evil intentions of the human heart. Sarah
Chesham, Mary May, and Hannah Southgate are the
protagonists of this tale of how rural Essex, in a
country saturated with arsenic, was touched by the
tumultuous 1840s. “Barrell’s meticulous research and
eye for detail recreate lurking threats, and these
scandalous true stories are as compelling as any
crime fiction.” —History of War “An intriguing read
that brings a forgotten history to light and reveals
past attitudes to women—and a national fear that
gripped Victorian Britain.” —Family Tree Magazine
“This book will fascinate not only historians of true
crime and those with an interest in genealogy but any
reader seeking a story that would make Agatha
Christie proud.” —All About History

Fear of Food
RECOMMENDED BY SMITHSONIAN MAGAZINE AS A
"BEST BOOK ABOUT FOOD OF 2016"! READERS WITH
AN INTEREST IN THE HISTORY OF FOOD AND
AMERICANA WILL SAVOR THIS CULTURAL HISTORY
There’s more to candy than its sugary taste. As this
book shows, candy has a remarkable history, most of
it sweet, some of it bitter. The author, a food historian
and candy expert, tells the whole story—from the
harvesting of the marshmallow plant in ancient Egypt
to the mass-produced candy innovations of the
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twentieth century. Along the way, the reader is
treated to an assortment of entertaining facts and
colorful characters. These include a deposed Mexican
president who ignited the modern chewing gum
industry, the Native Americans who created
pemmican, an important food, by mixing fruit with
dried meat, and the little-known son of a slave woman
who invented the sugar-processing machine still in
use today. Susan Benjamin traces people’s changing
palate over the centuries as roots, barks, and even
bugs were savored as treats. She surveys the many
uses of chocolate from the cacao bean enjoyed by
Olmec Indians to candy bars carried by GIs in World
War II. She notes that many candies are associated
with world’s fairs and other major historical events.
Fun and informative, this book will make you
appreciate the candy you love even more by
revealing the fascinating backstory behind it.

Capitalism in America
ONE OF TIME’S 100 BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR ONE
OF NPR’S BEST BOOKS OF 2019 NAMED ONE OF THE
MOST ANTICIPATED BOOKS OF 2019 BY WOMAN’S
DAY, NEWSDAY, PUBLISHERS WEEKLY, BUSTLE, AND
BOOK RIOT! “[B]rilliant, timely, funny, heartbreaking.”
—Jojo Moyes, #1 New York Times bestselling author of
Me Before You Bridget Jones’s Diary meets
Americanah in this disarmingly honest, boldly
political, and truly inclusive novel that will speak to
anyone who has gone looking for love and found
something very different in its place. Queenie Jenkins
is a twenty-five-year-old Jamaican British woman
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living in London, straddling two cultures and slotting
neatly into neither. She works at a national
newspaper, where she’s constantly forced to compare
herself to her white middle class peers. After a messy
break up from her long-term white boyfriend, Queenie
seeks comfort in all the wrong places…including
several hazardous men who do a good job of
occupying brain space and a bad job of affirming selfworth. As Queenie careens from one questionable
decision to another, she finds herself wondering,
“What are you doing? Why are you doing it? Who do
you want to be?”—all of the questions today’s woman
must face in a world trying to answer them for her.
With “fresh and honest” (Jojo Moyes) prose, Queenie
is a remarkably relatable exploration of what it means
to be a modern woman searching for meaning in
today’s world.

Because of Winn-Dixie
Carole Gene Marer spent her girlhood dreaming of
meeting Rock Hudson, but when she finally had the
chance—on her second date with her future husband,
television mogul Aaron Spelling—she was so shy she
hid all night in the powder room. How Candy morphed
from that quiet girl into a seemingly-confident, stylish
trophy wife, mistress of the largest house in Los
Angeles (70,000 square feet when you count the
attic) is at the heart of Stories from Candyland. The
life Candy created for her family—her husband and
children Tori and Randy—was fabulous, over-the-top,
and often magical. So what if California Christmases
don't come with snow? Let's make some on the tennis
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court! How do we take a cross-country family vacation
with a dad who doesn't fly? By private train car, of
course (with an extra for the fifty-two pieces of
luggage). The kids want to dress up for Halloween?
No problem, why not call in Nolan Miller to design
their costumes? Candy had a hand in some of the
most beloved television shows of all time (she once
stopped production on "Dynasty" because Krystle
Carrington's engagement ring was not spectacular
enough), has entertained half of Hollywood in epic
fashion, and lives an enviable life. But under all the
fun and showmanship lies a more interesting
character, still wrestling with some of the insecurities
of her ingénue self. Oprah threw her into a major
panic with a discussion of hoarding. A lifelong
humming habit evolved as a unique coping
mechanism. And there's nothing like being defined as,
"well, you know, complicated" by your daughter on
television and in her own book. Stories from
Candyland sparkles with glamour and grand gestures.
But it also satisfies with some more intimate Candy
concerns: why being a perfect wife and mother was
so important to her, how cooking and cleaning can
keep the home fires burning, why collections matter,
and whether dogs are better judges of people than
people are. Visit Candyland in these pages and get a
glimpse of a generous, glittering world revealing
many of its surprising and funny secrets for the first
time.

Public Speaking in the 21st Century
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Unravelling
From the legendary former Fed Chairman and the
acclaimed Economist writer and historian, the full,
epic story of America's evolution from a small
patchwork of threadbare colonies to the most
powerful engine of wealth and innovation the world
has ever seen. Shortlisted for the 2018 Financial
Times and McKinsey Business Book of the Year Award
From even the start of his fabled career, Alan
Greenspan was duly famous for his deep
understanding of even the most arcane corners of the
American economy, and his restless curiosity to know
even more. To the extent possible, he has made a
science of understanding how the US economy works
almost as a living organism--how it grows and
changes, surges and stalls. He has made a particular
study of the question of productivity growth, at the
heart of which is the riddle of innovation. Where does
innovation come from, and how does it spread
through a society? And why do some eras see the
fruits of innovation spread more democratically, and
others, including our own, see the opposite? In
Capitalism in America, Greenspan distills a lifetime of
grappling with these questions into a thrilling and
profound master reckoning with the decisive drivers
of the US economy over the course of its history. In
partnership with the celebrated Economist journalist
and historian Adrian Wooldridge, he unfolds a tale
involving vast landscapes, titanic figures, triumphant
breakthroughs, enlightenment ideals as well as
terrible moral failings. Every crucial debate is
here--from the role of slavery in the antebellum
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Southern economy to the real impact of FDR's New
Deal to America's violent mood swings in its openness
to global trade and its impact. But to read Capitalism
in America is above all to be stirred deeply by the
extraordinary productive energies unleashed by
millions of ordinary Americans that have driven this
country to unprecedented heights of power and
prosperity. At heart, the authors argue, America's
genius has been its unique tolerance for the effects of
creative destruction, the ceaseless churn of the old
giving way to the new, driven by new people and new
ideas. Often messy and painful, creative destruction
has also lifted almost all Americans to standards of
living unimaginable to even the wealthiest citizens of
the world a few generations past. A sense of justice
and human decency demands that those who bear
the brunt of the pain of change be protected, but
America has always accepted more pain for more
gain, and its vaunted rise cannot otherwise be
understood, or its challenges faced, without
recognizing this legacy. For now, in our time,
productivity growth has stalled again, stirring up the
populist furies. There's no better moment to apply the
lessons of history to the most pressing question we
face, that of whether the United States will preserve
its preeminence, or see its leadership pass to other,
inevitably less democratic powers.

Sweet as Sin
Sally is a good little girl with a kind heart. When her
sweet tooth acts up and she gets a hankering for
some candy, she has no trouble convincing her
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mother to give her fifty cents to spend at the nearby
penny candy store. On their way, Sally and her
mother pass a park. All the children in the park seem
sad for some reason, but Sally can’t imagine why.
Inside the store, though, there is nothing but joy.
There is candy in every corner and every nook, from
lollypops to jelly beans to chocolate marshmallow
mustaches! When the store clerk offers Sally a bag,
she happily accepts and proceeds to fill the bag with
fifty wonderful pieces of candy. But what will Sally do
with so much candy? Join Sally as she learns about
sharing in this sweet tale of her trip to the penny
candy store.

The Keep
With eye-popping colors and shapes, intense flavors,
and curious textures, sweets and candy are beloved
by people of all ages worldwide. They provide minor
treats, lessons in economics for children, and colorful
giveaways to mark festivities. They can be admired
for beauty and novelty, make ideal gifts, and can
even be used to woo. But these seemingly
inconsequential indulgences are freighted with
centuries of changing cultural attitudes, social and
economic history, emotional attachments, and
divergent views on the salubriousness of sugar. How
did confectionary become so popular? Why do we
value concentrated sweetness in such varied, gooey
forms? And in the face of ongoing health debates,
why persist in eating sweets? From marzipan pigs and
nutty nougat to bubblegum and bonbons, Sweets and
Candy looks beneath the glamour and sparkle to
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explore the sticky history of confectionary. Methods
for making sweets can be traced back to the
importance of sugar in Arabic medicine and the
probable origin of this practice in ancient India—a
place where sweetness is still important for both
humans and gods. Gorging on gobstoppers from
these early candy antecedents to modern-day
delectables, Laura Mason describes the bewildering
and fascinating ways in which different cultures have
made, consumed, valued, and adored sweets
throughout history. Featuring a selection of
mouthwatering illustrations and scrumptious recipes
to try at home, this global candy trail will delight
sweet-toothed foodies and history buffs everywhere.

The Paranoid Style in American Politics
A School Library Journal Best Book of the Year A New
York Public Library Best Book for Teens In March
1900, San Francisco's health department investigated
a strange and horrible death in Chinatown. A man had
died of bubonic plague, one of the world's deadliest
diseases. But how could that be possible? Bubonic
Panic tells the true story of America's first plague
epidemic—the public health doctors who desperately
fought to end it, the political leaders who tried to keep
it hidden, and the brave scientists who uncovered the
plague's secrets. Once again, acclaimed author and
scientific expert Gail Jarrow brings the history of a
medical mystery to life in vivid and exciting detail for
young readers. This title includes photographs and
drawings, a glossary, a timeline, further resources, an
author's note, and source notes.
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Diet and Health
Examines the influence of comic books on the
evolution of American popular culture in the years
between World War II and the emergence of
television, focusing on the battle against comic books
by church groups, community elite, and a right-wing
Congress.

That's Disgusting: Unraveling the
Mysteries of Repulsion
Tommy Siegel's writing is at once sweet, sarcastic,
and hilarious - targeting specific aspects of pop
culture while still appealing to a general audience.
Through simple doodles and amusing characters,
Tommy's comics express endless amusement about
our phone-obsessed modern society. This collection
includes highlights from Tommy's viral '500 Days of
Comics' project, along with three essays about the
experience of being a creative person in the age of
social media and how our phones are changing our
brains and relationships. Tommy's writing is as
scathing as it is sincere, while always keeping a
funny, lighthearted tone. This collection also
introduces the Candy Hearts characters, a brilliant
vehicle for expressing all the ways in which romantic
couples are not always on the same page. A must for
comics-lovers of all ages and backgrounds.

Queenie
This miscellany will explore the fascinating and
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enigmatic world created by the undisputed 'Queen of
Crime', Agatha Christie. Examining her place in
literary history, her books and her iconic characters,
including Hercule Poirot and Miss Marple, this unique
collection will feature all of the facts, trivia and quotes
that feature in Christie's legendary stories and the
subsequent film and television adaptations. The
Agatha Christie Miscellany will also delve into the
secrets, mysteries and tricks that made her the most
sensational and successful mystery writer of her time.
How is it that she managed to keep us guessing the
murderer until the very end? We look at her life and
the influences it had on her writing. Entertaining and
informative this miscellany will, above all, unravel the
secrets of Agatha Christie's phenomenal success.

Candy
Former socialite Lola Woodby, not-so-discreet private
eye in Prohibtion-era New York City, along with her
grim Swedish sidekick, Berta, take on a piece-of-cake
job: retrieving a rhinoceros trophy from the
Connecticut mansion of big game hunter Rudy
Montgomery. After all, their client, Lord Sudley,
promises them a handsome paycheck, and the gin
and tonics will be free. But no sooner do they arrive at
Montgomery Hall than Rudy is shot dead with a
houseful of suspicious characters standing by.Lord
Sudley ups the ante, and Lola and Berta take the
case. Armed with handbags stuffed with emergency
chocolate, gin flasks, and a Colt .25, Lola and Berta
are swiftly embroiled in a madcap puzzle of stolen
diamonds, family secrets, a clutch of gangsters, and a
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flapper who knows her way around a safari rifle. Gin
and Panic continues the Discreet Retrieval Agency
Mysteries from beloved crime writer Maia Chance.

Of Sugar and Snow
The Agatha Christie Miscellany
Growing up on a small New England farm, a
determined young nineteenth-century woman named
Aimee Slater ventures to Lowell, Massachusetts, to
find work, a move that causes her to be torn between
the sensual world she desires and the divine
retribution passed down to her by her mother's scorn.
Reprint. 25,000 first printing.

Charlie and the Great Glass Elevator
An utterly compelling recreation of the events that led
to one of the last executions in New Zealand. Albert
Black, known as the 'jukebox killer', was only twenty
when he was convicted of murdering another young
man in a fight at a milk bar in Auckland on 26 July
1955. His crime fuelled growing moral panic about
teenagers, and he was to hang less than five months
later, the second-to-last person to be executed in New
Zealand. But what really happened? Was this a love
crime, was it a sign of juvenile delinquency? Or was
this dark episode in our recent history more about our
society's reaction to outsiders? Black's final words, as
the hangman covered his head, were, 'I wish you all a
merry Christmas, gentlemen, and a prosperous New
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Year.' This is his story. 'A beautiful writer' - The Times
Winner of the 2019 Ockham New Zealand Book
Awards Acorn Foundation Fiction Prize, the NZ
Booklovers Award and the NZSA Heritage Book Award
for Fiction.

Gin and Panic
nating history, Wilson reveals the myriad innovations
that have shaped our diets today. An insightful look at
how we’ve changed food and how food has changed
us, Consider the Fork reveals the astonishing ways in
which the implements we use in the kitchen affect
what we eat, how we eat, and how we relate to food.
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